·Mexico City·

·Mexico·

Teotihuacan at Sunrise

Teotihuacan at
Sunrise Tour

Visit Teotihuacan “City of the Gods” in the early morning when the sun begins
to rise over the pyramids, before the tour groups from Mexico City begin to
cram the place.
Enjoy this impressive archaeological site just as it begins to open its doors
and visit different buildings, plazas and murals peacefully, because at that
time the place isalmost empty, with a magical and mystical atmosphere that
allows us to have a more authentic and live experience in this great city of
ancient Mexico.
This experience at Teotihuacan will be even richer thanks to the stories,
anecdotes, history , and information on the latest discoveries that the “cultural interpreter” will share with you during the tour.
To complete this experience in this impressive site, we
will stop in an obsidian workshop with a family truly
Teotihuacan, where we will offer tastings of liqueurs
made from cactus as well as tequila, mezcal and
pulque. Right there we will take the lunch (not
included) which by their variety of dishes and
Mexican traditional flavor is itself another great
experience.

Operational Days:
Monday to Sunday
First pick up at 6:00 am
Duration: 6 hours
Inclusions:
• Entrance to Teotihuacán
• Round transfer
• Billingual guide
Exclusions:
• Food and beberages
• Optional tips
Highlights:
• Avoid crowds with this early
access tour
• Enjoy this impressive archae-

ological site just as it begins to
open its doors
• Tastings of liqueurs made from
cactus as well as tequila, mezcal
and pulque
MEXICO CITY

Taxco & Cuernavaca
Taxco & Cuernavaca
Tour

Take a full-day trip out of Mexico City to admire Taxco, a unique colonial town famous for their silver works.
We will start our trip in Downtown Mexico City and then you will take a scenic drive
to Cuernavaca, The City of the Eternal Spring.”
In Cuernavaca we will take a look to the Cathedral which is the seat of the Catholic
diocese of the same name in Mexico . It is a building of the sixteenth century, which
makes it one of the oldest cathedrals in the whole country. Our sightseeing tour
includes the Palacio de Cortés, Hernán Cortés ordered to be built in the immediate
years of Mexico conquest. And finally the monument to Morelos, military insurgent
and Mexican patriot, who organized and was the architect of the second stage of
the War of Independence of Mexico.
Later, we will drive to Taxco, a colonial city with hundreds of years of history. The
city is nestled on a hillside with winding cobblestone streets,
tile roofed buildings, cozy squares and a strong Old World
ambiance that has survived through hundreds of years.
Santa Prisca.
Visit one of Mexico’s grandest churches, Santa Prisca. It
was built in 1759 by French immigrant Jose de la Borda who literally stumbled upon a huge silver spring.
Taxco is known worldwide for its quality silver mines and
shops, you will have the opportunity to see and buy art
pieces from Mexican artisans.

Operational Days:
Monday to Sunday
First pick up at 7:30 am
Duration: 12 hours
Inclusions:
• Round transportation
• Billingual guide
Exclusions:
• Food and beberages
• Optional tips
Highlights:
• Get to know silver mines and
shops from the famous town of
Taxco
• Visit Cuernavaca, The City of the
Eternal Spring.”

MEXICO CITY

Puebla & Cholula Tour

Puebla & Cholula

Tour

Join us on a full day tour to the two beautiful and important historical sites, Cholula
and Puebla, just two hours from Mexico City. Enrich your experience with a heritage
interpreter guide who will get you closer to the history and understanding of these
places.
This tour will cross the highway among the mountains at the east of the city with
breathtaking views and beautiful scenery of Popocatepetl and Iztaccihuatl volcanoes,
which can also be seen from Cholula. You will admire the city of Cholula with its hundreds of churches.
Then we’ll take you to see the impressive church of Santa María de Tonantzintla indigenous Baroque , an impressive building , which stands out for its interior decorated in
gold and the wealth of its elements.
After visiting Tonantzintla we’ll head to the city of Puebla , located just 15 minutes driving from Cholula. Puebla is popularly known as the “City of Angels”
there you can enjoy a delicious lunch. The variety of cuisine is
rich in Puebla, you can choose from a simple and traditional
“ semita “ or the exquisite and laborious “ mole poblano.“
Then we will have a walking tour through the beautiful
historic center of this city where you can see the buildings from the sixteenth to the eighteenth century, and
visit the Plaza de Armas , the Cathedral and the Church
of Santo Domingo. Other point that you can enjoy is the
craft market where you can find beautiful works in the traditional Talavera or delicious sweets such as sweet potatoes
prepared in different flavors.

Operational Days:
Monday to Sunday
First pick up at 7:00 am
Duration: 12 hours
Inclusions:
• Round transportation
• Billingual guide
Exclusions:
• Food and beberages
• Optional tips
Highlights:
• Cholula Pyramid
• Beautiful landscapes of
Iztaccihuatl y Popocatepetl

MEXICO CITY

Inbursa Aquarium

Inbursa Aquarium
with transportation

Visit the largest aquarium in Latin America with this tour that offers preferential access. You will be one of the first to see more than five thousand copies
of 250 species including sharks, jellyfish, turtles and crocodiles.
Walk by incredible thematic displays that let you discover and appreciate
from the rainforest to the Antarctic, through the seabed, a sunken ship, a lost
waterfall and more. An unforgettable and privileged visit to the new aquarium in Mexico City!

Highlights:
· See more than five thousand copies of 250 aquatic
species
· Visit the largest aquarium in Latin America
Operational Days:
Wednesday & Saturday
First pick up at 9:00 am
Duration: 3 hours
Inclusions:
• Skip the line tickets
• Transportation
Exclusions:
• Optional tips
• Food and drinks

MEXICO CITY

Chapultepec Castle

C hapultepec Castle

& Anthropology Museum
Live the experience of visiting one of the few castles in a large city such as the City of Mexico . Chapultepec Castle houses the most representative of Mexico historical heritage through
times like the conquest, the empire, independence and revolution. Meet the life of Emperor
Maximilian of Habsburg behind these classical European ornamentation decorated rooms.
Walk the halls full of light , made of marble stairs , admiring the sculptures and busts of historical figures, like the emperor Cuauhtémoc and the conquer Hernán Cortés.
After visiting the National Museum of History or better known as the Castle of Chapultepec , we
will stop for lunch and continue to the famous National Museum of Anthropology. One of the
most important in Latin America rooms housing the prehispanic evidence of the Mexica , Maya,
Toltec and the country ‘s ethnic cultures through time.
You will learn from your experimented and billingual guide which will driv you into this both
amazing museums. After this you will ask for more about Mexico History.
Castle.
During the colonial period , Chapultepec was appreciated as a place of resting and relaxation ,
for which it was built at the base of the hill, on the foundations of what was once the residence
of Moctezuma II Xocoyotzin , a palace that gave shelter to numerous viceroys and distinguished
visitors for over two centuries. However , the explosion of a powder magazine in the mid- eighteenth century, which caused serious damage
in the building, led to the decision that the new palace was built
on top of the hill , right on the site of an ancient chapel dedicated San Miguel archangel .
Anthropology Museum.
Nearly half a century after its creation, the National Museum
of Anthropology remains the flagship of the enclosures that
safeguard the Mexican indigenous heritage . It stands as a
symbol of identity and mentor to generations who are seeking
their cultural roots. Amazing is the expertise of its construction,
innovative design , art and symbolism , which have given a widely
recognized personality around the world.

Operational Days:
Tuesday and Friday
First pick up is at 8:30 am
Duration: 6 hours
Inclusions:
• Round transfer from your hotel or meeting
point
• Billingual guide
• Transfer to Castle by little train
• Entrances to the castle and anthropology
museum
Exclusions:
• Meal
• Beberages
• Optional tips
• Souvenirs

MEXICO CITY

Mexico City in one day
Mexico City in one day
Tour
If you want to spend a full day in Mexico City, take this Mexico City tour in one day.
We are going to start driving to Teotihuacan. Visit the “City of the Gods” in the early
morning when the sun begins to rise over the pyramids, before the tour groups from
Mexico City begin to cram the place.
Enjoy this impressive archaeological site just as it begins to open its doors and visit
different buildings, plazas and murals peacefully, because at that time the place isalmost empty, with a magical and mystical atmosphere that allows us to have a more
authentic and live experience in this great city of ancient Mexico.
This experience at Teotihuacan will be even richer thanks to the stories, anecdotes,
history , and information on the latest discoveries that the professional guide will
share with you during the tour.
In the afternoon, we will drive to the center, where we will tour the major sights
of the city, beginning in the Zocalo, where the Aztec empire
was once seated, “The Great Tenochtitlan” which was later
demolished by the Spanish conquest to build with the
stones of the colonial city.
Then, we’ll walk through some of the busiest streets
in downtown and outside visit some emblematic
buildings like the Metropolitan Cathedral, National
Palace, Fine Arts.
This is a complete tour to know a little better about
Mexico’s history.

Operational Days:
Monday to Sunday
First pick ups is at 6:00 am
Duration: 11 hours
Inclusions:
• Entrance to Teotihuacan
• Bilingual Guide
• Round Transfer
Exclusions:
• Optional tips
• Food and drinks
Highlights:
• Avoid crowds with this early access to
Teotihuacan
• Enjoy the impressive archaeological site
just as it begins to open its doors
• Metropolitan Catherdral
• National Palace
• Reforma Avenue

MEXICO CITY

City Tour

C ity Tour

& Anthropology Museum
We will start at the Zocalo, where the Aztec empire was once seated, “The Great Tenochtitlan”
which was later demolished by the Spanish conquest to build with the stones of the colonial
city.
Then, we’ll walk through some of the busiest streets in downtown and outside visit some emblematic buildings like the Metropolitan Cathedral, National Palace, Fine Arts.
Reforma Avenue. In this great avenue we can find many monumental sculptures that tell us
different stories that have shaped and identity, as the icon of “The Angel of Independence” of
Mexico City, “Diana the Huntress” and more recently the creation of “The Column of the Bicentennial”.
Later, we’ll head back into the van to the museum of anthropology. Here you can admire some
parts of the vast collection of pre-Hispanic art that was in this museum, our guide will perform
pieces like “Sunstone” or the Aztec calendar, the Coatlicue, and many more that will make us
learn about thinking , life and culture of the various civilizations that developed in ancient
Mexico.

Anthropology Museum.

Historical Center.

It is called Historical Center because is the center of the lake area
of five lakes -Lake of Texcoco , Lake Chalco , Lake Xochimilco
Lake Zumpango and Lake Xaltocan- there was a small island
on which it was installed the ceremonial and political entity
of Mexico - Tenochtitlan , capital of the Triple Alliance and the
Mexica domains . Subsequently, at the time of the Spanish
conquest in 1521 , the Mexican city became the political, economic , religious and cultural center of New Spain , using greatly prehispanic trace.

Almost half a century after its creation,
the National Museum of Anthropology
remains the flagship of the enclosures
that safeguard the legacy of the Mexican
indigenous. It stands as a symbol of identity and mentor to generations seeking
their cultural roots.

Operational Days:
Tuesday to Sunday
First pick up at 9:00 am
Duration: 9 hours
Inclusions:
• Bilingual Guide
• Round Transfer
• Entrance to Anthropology Museum
Exclusions:
• Optional tips
• Food and drinks
Highlihgts:
• Metropolitan Catherdral
• National Palace
• Anthropology Museum
• Reforma Avenue

MEXICO CITY

Kidzania

Kidzania with
Transportation

Are you looking for a family plan? We take you to a theme park where
children and adults can have fun in a big way and family. There through over
150 games and activities learn how to lead , build vehicles, fly a plane , running a cafe and more.
In a small town where day-to- day living, children drive “free” and have the
ability to try different professions and trades, to develop several products to
go or to eat.
Note:
Please provide ages at the time of booking.
Infants: 2-3
Children: 4-16
Adults: 17 +
Operational Days:
Friday
First pick up is at 9:00 am
Duration: 8 hours
Inclusions:
• Entrances to the park
• Round transfers
Exclusions:
• Drinks and food

MEXICO CITY

Wrestling Show
W restling Show
with transportation

Wrestling came to Mexico in the nineteenth century and has since evolved to
the form, taste and imagination of Mexicans, as can be seen in the variety of
characters and personalities that create the different fighters through their colorful masks , keep hidden the identity of the fighter, but at the same time the
mask gives identity, power and distinction.
Other fighters prefer other ways to distinguish themselves from others, such as
wearing long hair , so sometimes they are questioned by the mask to mask or
hair to hide . Perhaps unwittingly , Mexican wrestlers have developed a unique
expression of Mexican folklore.
Come have fun , get excited and feel passion with the best , Mexican wrestling
in the world is distinguished from others by its spectacular, especially for its authenticity that attracts young and old.

Operational Days:
Tuesday & Friday
Meeting time
Tuesday: 19:00hrs
Friday: 20:00hrs
Duration: 4 horas
Meeting point: Hostel Amigo located in
Isabel la Católica # 61a Colonia Centro
Inclusions:
• Bilingual guide
• Round transportation from the meeting
point
• Tequila shot
• Entrance to the Coliseum Arena
Exclusions:
• Drinks & food
Souvenirs
• Masks
Highlights:
• Feel the atmosphere of one of the most
traditional shows in Mexico
• Enjoy the acrobatics of the fighters
• Tequila!

MEXICO CITY

Gastronomic Tour

Gastronomic
Tour

Authentic and fun tour that takes you through the streets of the historic
center of Mexico City, outside the usual tourist routes. Begin with a tasting of
tamales to whet the appetite. We will enter and fill the tour with a basic product
of the food and agriculture in Mexico: corn.
We will take the Metro in the direction Zócalo Hidalgo and then walk towards
the Balderas Avenue, where we will stop to try different tacos and quesadillas
with options for all tastes, including squash blossom quesadillas or corn smut,
tacos head, brain, famous tacos al pastor tacos and roasted suckling pig.
We will continue towards the Metro Salto del Agua, take the train towards Pino
Suarez and then walk the streets of Regina to the “Bar Chon.” You will have the
opportunity to try some exotic dishes such as nutritious as many grasshoppers and other insects that were also very important in the diet of pre-Hispanic
Mexico.
Then we will walk across the street Roldan to going
through the “Plaza del Aguilita” to reach the “Roldan
37” restaurant. This is the longest tour stop because
here we will take the full menu of the day.
Finally, we will go to the Cafe Tacuba to end our
tour with a delicious chocolate.

Operational Days:
Wednesday
Meeting time 11:00 am
Duration: 4 hours
Meeting point: Hotel Amigo Zócalo
located in Moneda # 8 Col. Centro
Inclusions:
• Bilingual Guide
• Tastings
Exclusions:
• Drinks
• Optional tips
• Transportation

MEXICO CITY

Teotihuacan & Basílica
Teotihuacan & Basílica
of Guadalupe Tour

Our tour begins at Tlatelolco, today the largest archaeological site in
Mexico City that formed part of the capital of the Aztec empire. Here
was the biggest market of that empire and here was consummated
the conquest of the Aztecs. Right there lies the Plaza of the Three Cultures where the prehispanic, colonial and present of Mexico get together.
Later, we will go to the popularly known as La Villa or the Basilica of Guadalupe, is the most important religious building in
all of Mexico and one of the most visited places in the Catholic
world, which annually receives more than twenty million pilgrims.
After visiting the Basilica of Guadalupe, we will continue our tour to Teotihuacan, “City of the Gods.” A professional guide will accompany you on a journey
through the history of this mystical place, that will surprise you
as it once must have surprised Mesoamerican ancient
travelers who came from other cities of its time.

Operational Days:
Daily
First pick up is at 8:00 am
Duration: 10 hours
Inclusions:
• Entrance to Tlatelolco and
Teotihuacán
• Round transfer
• Billingual guide
• Mezcal tastings
Exclusions:
• Optional tips
• CFood and drinks
Highlights:
• Get to know the important religious
building of Basílica of Guadalupe
• Visit one of the most visited
archaeological sites in the Americas:
Teotihuacán
• Discover the site that formed part
of the capital of the Aztec empire:
Tlatelolco
MEXICO CITY

Volcanoes Tour
Volcanoes
Tour

Our day starts early, at 6:45 in the morning we pass to the hotels to pick the adventurers to their hotels, once all are together, we will go nonstop eastbound
Mexico City to Tlalmanalco in State of Mexico, there at the foot of the volcano
we will have breakfast to power us for the ascent of the mountain, everyone
can choose between quesadillas, tamales, birria or other dishes.
Once satisfied our appetite we continue our journey by car to “La Joya” in the
famous “Paso de Cortés” at 3700 meters high. Named like this for being the
place where the Spanish conquerors crossed on their way to the city Mexico-Tenochtitlan in 1519. It is here where our ascent up the mountain begins,
there are different routes to climb, for beginners, experienced and mountain
professional climbers, we will take an intermediate route they can enjoy both
beginners and those more experienced. The stunning landscapes change as
we climb, seasonal snow and climate, the flora and silence of the place will
give a special touch to the breathtaking views of the valley
of Mexico.
Depending on the condition of the members of our
group we climb up to 4200-4800 meters high, very
near to the top that is always covered with snow,
where lies a glacier witnessing thousands of years
of history in central Mexico. The tranquility of the
mountain invites us to reflect, meditate, take pictures, or just enjoy the spectacle of nature, for all this
will take time before the descent and return to Mexico
City where we arrive at approximately 6:00 pm.

Operational Days:
Tuesday and Saturday
First pick up is at 6:00 am
Duration: 11 hours
Inclusions:
• Certified bilingual guide and experienced
in the mountain
• Pick up and drop off at your hotel
• Entrances to the volcanoes natural park
Exclusions:
• Food and drinks
Highlights:
•Leave the bustle of Mexico City behind
and hike Popocatépetl and Iztaccíhuatl
volcanoes
• Breathe in the fresh mountain air and look
out over the Valley of Mexico
• Go as high up as your skill level allows and
enjoy panoramic views of the valley and
villages below

MEXICO CITY

Xochimilco & Coyoacán
Xochimilco, Coyoacán &
Frida Kahlo Museum Tour

This is one of our most colorful excursions not only to visit the famous “Blue
House”, but also because of the majestic architecture of the National University
of Mexico (UNAM), the landscape and the picturesque colonial Coyoacan and
Xochimilco colors, well, its name says it all: “Place of Flowers.”
The first stop is Coyoacan, which in Nahuatl means “place of those coyotes”
We will continue our journey south of the city to a favorite of Frida Kahlo, Xochimilco places. The history of this place begins many years ago in ancient Mexico.
Coyoacán.
The history of this place comes from prehispanic time, it was in this area where
the first community centers in the highlands of Mesoamerica developed, for
more than 2,500 years this place has been changing and evolving, either because causes natural, such as volcanic eruptions or human
intervention as the urban area has expanded.
Casa Azul, Frida Kahlo Museum.
When you dig deeper in the knowledge of the work
of Frida Kahlo and you have the privilege of knowing her home, the intense relationship between
Frida, her work and her home is discovered. Hercreative universe is in the Blue House, place where she
was born and died. Although married to Diego Rivera
she lived in different places in Mexico City and abroad,
Frida always returned to her house in Coyoacan.

Operational Days:
Tuesday to Sunday
First pick up is at 7:30 am
Duration: 8 hours
Inclusions:
• Round transfer
• Bilingual Guide
• Ride in trajinera
• Entrance to the Museum
Exclusions:
• Drinks and food
• Optional tips
Highlights:
• Float on the quiet canals of Xochimilco in
a trajinera
• The colonial neighborhood of Coyoacan
and walk by the cobblestone streets
• The magical world of Frida Kahlo,
Stunning murals of Juan O’Gorman
• Bohemian atmosphere in Coyoacán

MEXICO CITY

Xochimilco & Coyoacán
Xochimilco & Coyoacán

Tour

This is one of our most colorful excursions because of the majestic architecture of the UNAM (National University), the landscape and the picturesque
colonial Coyoacan and colors of Xochimilco , well, the name says it all: Place
of flowers “ .
The first stop in Coyoacan , a name in Nahuatl means “place of those coyotes.“
We will continue our journey south of the city to a favorite of Frida Kahlo,
Xochimilco places. “ The place of flowers” , this is the meaning of this word in
Nahuatl , so the story begins many years ago in ancient Mexico.

Operational Days:
Daily
First pick up is at 7:30 am
Duration: 8 hours
Inclusions:
• Transfers
• Billingual Guide
• Ride on Trajinera
Exclusions:
• Food and drinks
• Optional tips
Highlights:
• Float down the tranquil canals of Xochimilco on a punt
• Go to the colonial district of Coyoacan and
walk down leafy cobblestone streets
• Enter the magical world of Frida Kahlo,
one of the most passionate artists of Mexico
• See stunning murals by Juan O’Gorman
• Immerse yourself in the bohemian atmosphere of Coyoacan
• Enjoy a local lunch while admiring the
street art of Coyoacan

MEXICO CITY

Exclusive Package
Wax Museum, Ripley
Fantastic Journey

Enjoy a full experience going to the Wax Museum, Ripley and A Fantastic
Journey where you will activate your senses in a 4D simulator!
In the Wax Museum of Mexico City you will discover a magical and fun world
with exact replicas of more than 230 characters in 14 themed rooms. You will
get to see celebrities, historical figures, political, artistic, fantasy sports from
Mexico and around the world, like Brad Pitt, the Beatles, Michael Jackson, El
Santo, Steve Jobs, Chavo del Ocho, and so much more.
You will also get to discover the completely renewed Museum Ripley where
“believe it or not” there are more than 200 rarities on display such as the man
who was born with a horn of 30 cm, the skinniest person in the world, a really
little man, the person with the biggest nose, etc.
Like that wasn’t enough, with this exclusive package you
will get to experience a 4D simulator, using 3D glasses
and with special effects you will feel like you are inside a Fantastic Voyage! Come with us and get the
most of this experience!

Operational Days:
Thursday
First pick up is at 10:00 am
Duration: 2.5 hours in the museums
Restrictions appply
Inclusions:
• Access to the Ripley museon and Wax
Museon (same day)
• Fantastic Journey (same day)
• Round transportation from the hotel
or meeting point
Exclusiones:
• Food and drinks
• Gratuities
• Souvenirs
Highlights:
• Discover more than 230 exact replicas of
different characters in the world
• Amazed yourself by more than 200 rarities
on display at Ripley’s Museum
• Experience in 4D simulator Fantastic
Journey

MEXICO CITY

Taxco & Cuernavaca
Taxco & Cuernavaca

+ lunch Tour

Take a full-day trip out of Mexico City to admire Taxco, a unique colonial town famous for their silver works.
We will start our trip in Downtown Mexico City and then you will take a scenic drive
to Cuernavaca, The City of the Eternal Spring.”
In Cuernavaca we will take a look to the Cathedral which is the seat of the Catholic
diocese of the same name in Mexico . It is a building of the sixteenth century, which
makes it one of the oldest cathedrals in the whole country. Our sightseeing tour
includes the Palacio de Cortés, Hernán Cortés ordered to be built in the immediate
years of Mexico conquest. And finally the monument to Morelos, military insurgent
and Mexican patriot, who organized and was the architect of the second stage of
the War of Independence of Mexico.
Later, we will drive to Taxco, a colonial city with hundreds of years of history. The
city is nestled on a hillside with winding cobblestone streets,
tile roofed buildings, cozy squares and a strong Old World
ambiance that has survived through hundreds of years.
Santa Prisca.
Visit one of Mexico’s grandest churches, Santa Prisca. It
was built in 1759 by French immigrant Jose de la Borda who literally stumbled upon a huge silver spring.
Taxco is known worldwide for its quality silver mines and
shops, you will have the opportunity to see and buy art
pieces from Mexican artisans.

Operational Days:
Monday to Sunday
First pick up at 7:30 am
Duration: 12 hours
Inclusions:
• Lunch
• Round transportation
• Billingual guide
Exclusions:
• Optional tips
Highlights:
• Get to know silver mines and
shops from the famous town of
Taxco
• Visit Cuernavaca, The City of the
Eternal Spring.”

MEXICO CITY

Puebla & Cholula Tour

Puebla & Cholula
+ lunch Tour

Join us on a full day tour to the two beautiful and important historical sites, Cholula
and Puebla, just two hours from Mexico City. Enrich your experience with a heritage
interpreter guide who will get you closer to the history and understanding of these
places.
This tour will cross the highway among the mountains at the east of the city with
breathtaking views and beautiful scenery of Popocatepetl and Iztaccihuatl volcanoes,
which can also be seen from Cholula. You will admire the city of Cholula with its hundreds of churches.
Then we’ll take you to see the impressive church of Santa María de Tonantzintla indigenous Baroque , an impressive building , which stands out for its interior decorated in
gold and the wealth of its elements.
After visiting Tonantzintla we’ll head to the city of Puebla , located just 15 minutes driving from Cholula. Puebla is popularly known as the “City of Angels”
there you can enjoy a delicious lunch. The variety of cuisine is
rich in Puebla, you can choose from a simple and traditional
“ semita “ or the exquisite and laborious “ mole poblano.“
Then we will have a walking tour through the beautiful
historic center of this city where you can see the buildings from the sixteenth to the eighteenth century, and
visit the Plaza de Armas , the Cathedral and the Church
of Santo Domingo. Other point that you can enjoy is the
craft market where you can find beautiful works in the traditional Talavera or delicious sweets such as sweet potatoes
prepared in different flavors.

Operational Days:
Monday to Sunday
First pick up at 7:00 am
Duration: 12 hours
Inclusions:
• Lunch
• Round transportation
• Billingual guide
Exclusions:
• Food and beverages
• Optional tips
Highlights:
• Cholula Pyramid
• Beautiful landscapes of
Iztaccihuatl y Popocatepetl

MEXICO CITY

Teotihuacan & Basílica
Teotihuacan & Basílica
of Guadalupe + lunch Tour

Our tour begins at Tlatelolco, today the largest archaeological site in
Mexico City that formed part of the capital of the Aztec empire. Here
was the biggest market of that empire and here was consummated
the conquest of the Aztecs. Right there lies the Plaza of the Three Cultures where the prehispanic, colonial and present of Mexico get together.
Later, we will go to the popularly known as La Villa or the Basilica of Guadalupe, is the most important religious building in
all of Mexico and one of the most visited places in the Catholic
world, which annually receives more than twenty million pilgrims.
After visiting the Basilica of Guadalupe, we will continue our tour to Teotihuacan, “City of the Gods.” A professional guide will accompany you on a journey
through the history of this mystical place, that will surprise you
as it once must have surprised Mesoamerican ancient
travelers who came from other cities of its time.

Operational Days:
Daily
First pick up is at 8:00 am
Duration: 10 hours
Inclusions:
• Lunch
• Entrance to Tlatelolco and
Teotihuacán
• Round transfer
• Billingual guide
• Mezcal tastings
Exclusions:
• Optional tips
Highlights:
• Get to know the important religious
building of Basílica of Guadalupe
• Visit one of the most visited
archaeological sites in the Americas:
Teotihuacán
• Discover the site that formed part
of the capital of the Aztec empire:
Tlatelolco.
MEXICO CITY

Super Combo
C ity tour &
Teotihuacan
Take a complete tour in Mexico City and in the important archaeological site
of Teotihuacan, get to know the most important points with this exclusive
combo. You are free to decide which tour you want to take first.
City Tour.
We will start at the Zocalo, where the Aztec empire was once seated, “The
Great Tenochtitlan” which was later demolished by the Spanish conquest to
build with the stones of the colonial city.
Then, we’ll walk through some of the busiest streets in downtown and outside visit some em- blematic buildings like the Metropolitan Cathedral, National Palace, Fine Arts.
Teotihuacan at Sunrise.
Visit Teotihuacan “City of the Gods” in the early morning when
the sun begins to rise over the pyramids, before the tour
groups from Mexico City begin to cram the place.
Enjoy this impressive archaeological site just as it
begins to open its doors and visit different buildings, plazas and murals peacefully, because at
that time the place isalmost empty, with a magical and mystical atmosphere that allows us to
have a more authentic and live experience in this
great city of ancient Mexico.

Operational Days:
Daily
Teotihuacan at Sunrise:
First pick up is at 06:00 hrs.
City Tour:
First pick up at 9:00 am
Duration: 06 hours per day
Inclusions:
• Entrance to Teotihuacán
• Round transfer
• Billingual guide
• Entrance to Anthropology Museum
Exclusions:
• Propinas
• Fotografías
• Souvenirs
Highlights:
• Metropolitan Catherdral
• National Palace
• Anthropology Museum
• Reforma Avenue
• Enjoy this impressive archae- ological site
just as it begins to open its doors
• Tastings of liqueurs made from cactus as
well as tequila, mezcal and pulque

MEXICO CITY

Magical Towns
Magical Towns
Tour

The tour begins in the magical town of Real del Monte, here we will cross
the streets, having about 4 hours to taste (by your own) the delicious pastes,
pulque bread, heavy cream bread, tamales and other varieties of Hidalgo
cuisine.
The visit continues in the English cementery where all the graves are oriented
towards England, then we will have free time for shopping and lunch. We will
continue to Huasca de Ocampo, for a visit to one of its attractions “Basaltic
Prisms” with 30 meters high, these prisms are geometric basalt columns that
decorate the walls of the impressive canyon of Santa Maria Regla, which are
bathed by the four waterfalls feeding the dam of San Antonio Regla and the
Hacienda San Miguel Regla. This beautiful hacienda of the eighteenth century, probably the most famous of the state, belonged to Pedro Romero de
Terreros, Conde de Regla and was his favorite place for living and for death.
Nowadays part of the hull is preserved, also the arches that
were part of the courts and the ovens where the silver
was extractable. The visit by the hacienda is about 2
hours.
Here we finish our tour, returning to Mexico City.

Operational Days:
Friday and Saturday
Meeting Point:
Hotel Amigo Zócalo - 9:00 am
Hotel NH- 8:30 am
Duration: 12 hours
Inclusions:
• Round transfer
•Bilingual Guide
Exclusions:
• Food and drinks
• Optional tips
Highlights:
• The Basaltic Prisms
• Hacienda San Miguel Regla
• Magical town of Real del Monte

MEXICO CITY

Teotihuacan Light & Sound

Teotihuacan Light

& Sound Show + Dinner
Option 2.Visit Teotihuacan “City of the Gods” and live a unique experience with the
Light and Sound show.
Enjoy this archaeological site and visit different buildings, plazas and murals.
This experience at Teotihuacan will be even richer thanks to the stories, anecdotes, and information on the latest discoveries that the “cultural interpreter”
will share with you during the tour.
On this pleasant afternoon, you will enjoy the Light and Sound Show, which
is a multimedia projection on the Pyramid of the Sun, where the history of
the Teotihuacan culture is told. You will also see the lighting of the rest of
the pyramids and have the chance to make a tour by the Avenue
of the Dead heading to the Plaza of the Moon to know
better this impressive archaeological site.
Finally, you will enjoy a delicious dinner to complete this amazing experience.

Operational Days:
Friday, Saturday and Monday
First pick up at 2:00 pm
Duration: 7 hours
Inclusions:
• Entrance to Teotihuacan
• Round transfer
• Billingual Certified guide
• Dinner
Exclusions:
• Drinks
• Optional tips
Highlights:
• Enjoy the Light and Sound Show
• Get to know exclusive info of the
archaeological site
• Multimedia projection on the
Pyramid of the Sun

MEXICO CITY

Teotihuacan Light & Sound

Teotihuacan Day Tour

Light & Sound Show + Dinner

Option 3.Visit Teotihuacan “City of the Gods” and live a unique experience with the
Light and Sound show.
Enjoy this archaeological site and visit different buildings, plazas and murals.
This experience at Teotihuacan will start with a day tour where your certified
guide will explain you stories, anecdotes, and information on the latest discoveries of this place.
Later, you will enjoy the Light and Sound Show, which is a multimedia projection on the Pyramid of the Sun, where the history of the Teotihuacan culture is told. You will also see the lighting of the rest of the pyramids and
have the chance to make a tour by the Avenue of the Dead heading to the Plaza of the Moon to know better this impressive archaeological site.
Finally, you will enjoy a delicious dinner to complete this amazing experience.

Operational Days:
Friday, Saturday and Monday
First pick up at 8:30 am
Duration: 12 hours
Inclusions:
• Entrance to Teotihuacan
• Round transfer
• Billingual Certified guide
• Day tour
• Dinner
Exclusions:
• Drinks
• Optional tips
Highlights:
• Enjoy the Light and Sound Show
• Get to know exclusive info of the
archaeological site
• Multimedia projection on the
Pyramid of the Sun

MEXICO CITY

